MURAL MOMENTS

Manitoba
In November 2016, we did a 6 day tour in Manitoba.
We created three murals in the communities of Steinbach, Selkirk
and Portage La Prairie. Whenever you think of Manitoba you usually
think of a prairie province. Lots of land. However, the Red River is
quite remarkable and the giant catfish and incredibly large ships that
patrol the river were something we never expected. While in Selkirk
we were able to experience the shipyards and gained a completely
new appreciation of the general lifestyle of this great province.

Crowds gathering for the unveiling in Steinbach, MB.

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, MB
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Lewis Lavoie instructs his new team of artists in Ajax, ON.

Murals from the province of MANITOBA

SELKIRK, MB
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The Ajax Creative Arts club finishes off the mural in a flurry
of tile painting.

A family that paints together stays together!

“Interesting fact that we discovered while
in the city of Ajax.
The names of the streets in Ajax are named after the sailors
who were aboard the HMS Ajax battleship. Another interesting
thing we discovered was that the hall where we conducted our
workshops used to be the community courthouse and had jail
cells in the basement. Apparently, it’s also haunted? We still can’t
explain how a chair in the hall flew across the room when we
stepped out for a moment. Especially when it seemed like no
one was around ... believe it? Or not!”

Phil Alain, Paul Lavoie and Lewis Lavoie stand with the mural created for Ajax, ON.

Murals from the province of ONTARIO

AJAX, ON
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A challenging glue down in the midst of a storm.

Families snapping pictures for memories in Oakville, ON.

Lewis Lavoie with Charlie Donevan - 93 year old artist and
owner of the 150 year old Donevan’s Hardware store.

Murals from the province of ONTARIO

GANANOQUE, ON
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BARRIE, ON

Wind and rain wreaked havoc on Paul Lavoie and Lewis Lavoie in Barrie, ON.

The morning after we arrived we had a bit of trouble finding our vehicle due to the blizzard. Yes those
are cars under there.

OAKVILLE, ON
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“There is something about Quebec
that I absolutely love.
It really is like taking a European vacation within Canada. The food,
the language, the culture and the overall beauty of the landscape and
architecture is awe inspiring. Baie St. Paul took it one step further as
it was also a community full of artwork and artists. Although language
did create some barriers, the artwork spoke volumes.”

Mural from the province of QUEBEC

VICTORIAVILLE, QC
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World renowned artist Vladimir Horik with his wife reconnect with Phil Alain and Lewis Lavoie for
another mural mosaic.

BAIE ST. PAUL, QC

Follow the Canada 150 Mosaic
as it travels Canada at
www.Canada150Mosaic.com
@muralmosaic
#canada150mosaic
Canada 150 Mosaic
The artists working away very intently
in Victoriaville.

The Baie St. Paul Mural on display.

Canada150Mosaic
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Brandon Cook, Professional Boxer

Roberta Bondar,
First Female Canadian Astronaut in Space

Brad Firth-Caribou Legs
Cross Canada Marathon Run For
Missing Aboriginal Women

Susan Aglukark, Singer and Guest Speaker

Al Coulter,
Canadian Olympic Volleyball Team

Atom Egoyan, Movie Director

Fernando Pisani, NHL Hockey Player

The list of participants continues to grow as
proud Canadians gather to paint their piece
into history and become part of the train to
unite Canada for the 150th anniversary!

Lieutenant-General,
the Honourable Romeo Dallaire (Ret’d)
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Lanny McDonald, NHL Hockey Legend

Nolan Crouse, Mayor St. Albert

Michelle Cameron,
Gold Medallist Synchronized Swimming

Sarah Mclachlan, Grammy Award winning Singer

Vladimir Horik and Lewis Lavoie,
World renowned visual artists

Sam Roberts, Lead Singer Sam Roberts Band

Ryan Smyth, Retired NHL Hockey Player

Su Ling Goh, Global TV Reporter

Rick Mercer,
Host of The Rick Mercer Report TV Show

Walk Off The Earth, Band

Jann Arden, Singer

Michelle Stilwell,
Paralympic Multi Gold Medallist and MLA

Zoey Wood-Salomon,
Nationally renowned visual artist

Clara Hughes,
Olympic Athlete Multi Gold medallist

Kyle Chipchura, NHL Hockey Player

Jamie McLennan,
Retired NHL Goaltender and Sports Analyst

Carolyn Dawn Johnson,
Country Singer
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Night Of Artists is 20 years old!
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Written by: Phil Alain

I feel like I have a life time full of art shows with so many stories to tell, yet I have spent
a month now trying to think of what to write for this anniversary article and I cant get
past the opening sentence.
But here it goes … sentence two.
I like to think back to when I started out.
I still remember doing my first gallery show in Grande
Prairie, Alberta while I was attending college in the
BFA program, riding on a full scholarship for hockey
of all things. There I was, hanging twenty charcoal
drawings I had created getting set to showcase them
to an audience for the first time ever in my life.
An entire room about my personal creations showcased for all to see. I was terrified, thrilled, anxious,
curious, wide eyed and extremely naïve. I had no idea
what I was doing or what to expect. My thoughts
were all about what would people think, and whether
I was a good enough artist to even be having a show.
The evening arrived and the show began. My main
audience was 20 college hockey players and their
girlfriends, intertwined with a handful of extremely

supportive friends and family who traveled miles just
to help launch my art career. It was heartwarming
and a bit surreal.
As my guests arrived, it was almost more interesting watching my hockey buddies squirm as they entered the gallery then how they were perceiving my
art. As I watched for their reactions, I realized they
were enjoying looking at the artwork but were feeling
very awkward wandering around the gallery space.
They seemed intimidated and out of their element.
It wasn’t long until they all smiled, gave me a good
handshake and moved on to the next activity for the
evening. Soon the gallery was empty again.
It was then I thought, “how can I make my art shows
more interesting? How can I create a show where my

Night of Artists started with one artist
Phil Alain, Phil Alain’s sister Corinne Newell
singing, his best friend Bruce Frier playing
piano and a DJ. This year’s 20th anniversary
features 50 artists, and close to 15
performers from around the globe.
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Phil Alain created the
show to help promote
his own artwork, and
20 years after starting
the show, he no
longer has time
to paint and now
enjoys focusing on
promoting the artwork
and musical talents
of others.

guests would feel comfortable no matter what their
background and no matter what their interests are?”
It was at this point that my idea for Night of Artists
was born.
I booked a tiny community hall in the City of St. Albert, served food, added a bar, and had live entertainment going all night long, creating an environment with all the components of a hall party, but with
my art all over the room. Remarkably, I sold more art
in 4 hours then I could have ever imagined and everybody stayed for hours and had fun. Although they
were dancing and partaking in the food and drink,
they continually went back to look at the art as the
evening progressed, starting to connect with it.

www.NightOfArtists.com
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#NOA20

This began a 20-year journey across Canada creating close to 300 shows and promoting art in a slightly
alternative way. Along with it came the hopes of connecting more and more people to visual art and the
artists, while leaving behind a memory that would
encourage new art appreciators to wander into more
galleries and connect with their walls. From a one
night event featuring one artist with 20-25 art pieces,
to a four day festival with over 1000 art pieces on
display, the show is making its mark and will hopefully be around for another 20 years … if I can last as
long as the show!

Night of Artists

NightOfArtists

Phil Alain basically
lost everything in year
three of the show, but
with support of family
and friends decided to
carry on and rebuild.

Night of Artists
started with a crowd
of 150 people.
The 2017 show is
expected to have
close to 2000 people
attend the event
over the four days.

After 7 years of shows,
Night of Artists decided to
produce its own magazine
to give the artists artwork
life even after the show
was finished.
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Cities Night of
Artists has held
events in:
Victoria, BC
Vancouver, BC
Peace River, AB
Manning, AB
Fairview, AB
Grande Prairie, AB
Slave Lake, AB
Edmonton, AB
Calgary, AB
Ottawa, ON
Perth, ON
Toronto, ON
St. Albert, AB

Night of Artists had never received
a single grant for 16 years until the
City of St. Albert offered to help
make the event a signature event
for the community and has since
become a significant builder of
the event.
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Lewis Lavoie
has been doing
live paintings at
Night of Artists
for 18 years

Night of Artists
has created
events in 13
cities across
Canada over the
past 20 years
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KRISH DAVIES

JUN TOYAMA

DILYS KULCHINSKY

Calgary, AB

Edmonton, AB

Edmonton, AB

Krish Davies is a contemporary artist from Calgary,
Alberta, located in the beautiful Canadian Rocky
Mountain foothills. His works have been exhibited
publicly and sold internationally. Krish uses his
dedication to his craft to create innovative and
visually appealing works of art. His creations are
aimed to be forward thinking in style, using media
such as brushed aluminum, acrylic sheeting,
glass, specialized painting and image transfer
techniques.

Born and raised in Tokyo, immigrated to Canada in
1992, JUN TOYAMA is not your typical artist, whose
childhood was defined by endless hours of drawing.
While always very creative, Jun discovered the joy
of fine art in the summer of 2014, while assisting her
special needs’ daughter, she was fully inspired by an
82-year-old oil painting master at the Victoria College
of Art in British Columbia, Canada. After having moved
to Edmonton, Alberta in 2015, Jun has continued
her formal training with local teachers Gene Prokop,
Oksana Zhelisko and Randy Hayashi.

Dilys’s experiences and inspirations come from
many different aspects of her life – an opera she
is singing in, photographs she has taken on her
travels, current events, music, her geographic
location, the seasons and nature. Her pieces
are as varied as my experiences. Dilys’s goal is
to continue to discover the many opportunities
that encaustic medium offers, and to use and
manipulate this medium to express and share
her version of her world.

www.krishdavies.com

jtoyfineart@gmail.com

www.dilyskulchitsky.com

Come see the work of 10 local artists
in our working studios:
Doris Charest
Carol Donald
Sandra Gonek
Becky Holuk
Lynn Lawson Pajunen
Bette Lisitza
Martina Macfarlane
Janice Peters
Ros Schell
Bruce Thompson

Saturday March 11th, 10am - 5pm

Free admission, door prizes, food, demos, silent art
auction in support of the Food Bank. Paintings, mixed
media, jewelry, silk scarves, custom mosaic tilework,
marbled paper, handmade journals & more!

33 Rayborn Crescent - 2nd floor
Riel Business Park, St. Albert

of all sales will be donated to the St. Albert Food Bank.
Non-perishable food items accepted at the door.
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Visit us on Facebook @BigLakeArtists

Out of the Blue, Acrylic, 16” x 12”

MADELEINE ARNETT
Edmonton, AB

www.HitTheWallArt.com
www.facebook.com/Hit the Wall Art
madeleine.arnett@gmail.com

Madeleine creates her Fluid Abstracts by pouring and mixing her paint directly on the canvas, working quickly “wet on wet” to design her abstract. This
spontaneity maintains the essence of fluidity. Madeleine is willing to “go with the flow,” and feels free to change course as the work develops; her process
is part artistic vision and part serendipity. Water and energy are recurring motifs in Madeleine’s artwork, as are the natural organic shapes of circles and
ellipses. Her “Earthscapes” combine all these elements. The imagery is rich in symbolic meaning: the cycle of time and the rhythms of the cosmos.
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Ascend, Mixed Media, 36” x 18”

Halycon, Mixed Media, 40” x 30”

Moment, Mixed Media, 24” x 48”

CATHY BIBLE
Edmonton, AB

www.cathybible-art.com
cathybible.art@gmail.com
780-983-4931

Cathy Bible’s paintings are never preconceived. It is the process of using acrylics, plaster and mixed media that allows her to express her inner emotions.
She loves the freedom to create and the excitement of discovery as she manipulates the mediums. Her art becomes a powerful visual image of her
inspirations. The viewer experiences a range of emotions and reactions to Cathy’s paintings. Each time you study her work, different layers of meaning
seem to magically appear. Cathy’s use of materials and techniques entices you to engage with her in the journey of reflection and discovery.
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Landspout Over Canola, Oil on Canvas, 24” x 20”

Beach Front, Oil on Canvas, 30” x 20”

JAY BIGAM
Edmonton, AB

Cochrane Thunderstorm, Oil on Canvas, 30” x 20”

www.EarthSkyArt.ca
jay@EarthSkyArt.ca

Jay is a self-taught artist who paints abstract landscapes and skyscapes, with a special emphasis on Alberta. Known for his use of colour and
movement, his paintings are a reflection of his love of nature and science. An avid promoter of the arts on social media, Jay organizes the annual
ArtAdventCalendar event on Twitter and organized the ArtForYMM Charity Auction for Ft. McMurray Fire Relief. In 2016, Jay was a nominee in the
Alberta Foundation for the Arts 25 Influential Alberta Artists awards. Jay can be found @JayIsPainting on most social media.
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Spirits of the Dawn, Watercolour on Yupo Paper, 26” x 20”

KAREN BISHOP
Edmonton, AB

www.karenbishop.ca
karenbishopartist@gmail.com
@KarenBArtist
780-932-0095

Karen was born in Cheltenham, England, and moved to Canada in the winter of 1992. When she first arrived in Canada she discovered a passion
for painting and in 2002 graduated from the University of Alberta’s Extension centre with a Fine Arts certificate. Since then Karen has been pursuing
her art career full time preferring to paint on location where she can allow the painting to unfold depending on the emotions the scene invokes and
the weather conditions! For Karen art is an escape from the everyday, a chance to experience the earth more fully.
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Thundering Crescendo, Pastel, 17.5” x 12”

Dressed in Royalty, Mixed Media, 30” x 30”

JOYCE BOYER
Edmonton, AB

Movement in Solitude, Pastel, 21” x 15”

www.facebook.com/PaintingGodsCreations
joyceboyer@shaw.ca

Joyce Boyer has lived her life in Edmonton, Alberta. Her love of art started at a very young age and she has followed her first love of pastels since that
young age and has also branched out in the past 10 years to encompass Mixed Media as well. Both mediums have developed simultaneously each
having its own style but keeping to a vibrant colour pallet and subject matter. Her latest study has been - At Water’s Edge and she has focused a lot of
time on water and different aspects of the movement and reflection. Joyce is excited to be apart of the NOA this year and is thrilled about the direction
her artistic journey is taking. Always moving and always growing - stretching to new heights.
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Red Stripe, Acrylic on Canvas, 60” x 48”

An Afternoon on Honey Island LA, Acrylic on Canvas, 30” x 24”

CHERYL PAIGE BOZARTH
Edmonton, AB

Fall Aspen Stand, Acrylic on Canvas, 20” x 16”

www.bozarth.ca
www.facebook.com/CPaigeBozarth
cpaigeb@telus.net
Twitter/Instagram @BozarthArt
780-910-0782

Artist Cheryl Paige Bozarth brings her passion for art and a background in environmental science together through her vibrant abstract colour
studies and dramatic landscape series. Her acrylic paintings often depict the essence of Canada’s diverse natural landscape from boreal forest to
prairie skies. She exhibits both locally and through numerous public and private collections across Canada. This past year her work was featured
by the Luciano Benetton foundations global project: Imago Mundi ‘Oh West Canada - Collection of Contemporary Artists’. The collaboration of
diverse artworks was put together with the intent of celebrating and preserving cultural heritage.
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Blue and Yellow = Spring No. 6, Oil, 30” x 30”

Blue and Yellow No. 15, Oil, 30” x 30”

Blue and Yellow = Spring No. 9, Oil, 20” x 16”

MILES CONSTABLE
St. Albert, AB

Blue and Yellow No. 16, Oil, 30” x 30”

www.mconstable-artist.com
miles@constable.ca
780-905-2193

“The series presented here are very fluid, almost aquatic, in feel. I used diluted oil paints in three colours and concentrated on mark making rather
than subject matter to achieve a dynamic presence.”
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Harvest Time, Oil on Canvas, 20” x 10”

Mountain Sheep, Oil on Canvas, 30” x 24”

LINDA CORBETT
Barrhead, AB

lindacorbett.wordpress.com
lindacorbett6@gmail.com

Linda began her passion for oil painting in 2000. She is inspired by the beauty that can be obtained with patience and watching the
canvas come to life with each brush stroke. Her camera is always with her, she enjoys painting a variety of subject matter and loves
the challenge of each new piece of art she is creating.
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Brynn, Acrylic on Carved Basswood, 16” x 20”

Waiting, Acrylic on Canvas, 24” x 24”

My Soul is Awake Now, Acrylic on Carved Basswood, 32” x 24”

CRYSTAL DRIEDGER
Sherwood Park, AB

A Breeze on Moraine, Acrylic on Canvas, 40” x 30”

www.crystaldriedger.com
www.facebook.com/crystaldriedgerillustration
Twitter/Instagram @crystaldriedger

Crystal is an internationally published and award winning illustrator and artist. She is best known for her relief carvings that are painted using
acrylics. Crystal fell in love with the practice when she discovered that carved wood offers a unique, organic texture to paint on. Throughout the
day each carving changes as the light shifts, revealing new details and depth. Crystal’s work varies in medium and subject from carved whimsical
animals to rich acrylic impressionistic landscapes and stylized women. She has been creating full time since graduating from MacEwan in 2003.
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Alberta Bound, Oil, 24” x 18”

Lost Trail, Oil, 18” x 24”

Up and Down,Oil, 18” x 24”

MAUREEN FLINN

www.maureenflinn.com
maureen954@me.com

Edmonton, AB

Maureen has always drawn and sketched, and in 2002, she started taking lessons at Pros Art in Edmonton. Her love of family, animals and nature
gives her many ideas for her great paintings! To feel the warmth of the sun and hear the sounds of nature, while knowing all can be captured on
canvas, gives Maureen a love for life and a deep appreciation of art!
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Red Poppy Gold, Mixed Media on Glass, 10” x 8”

All a Flutter, Mixed Media on Glass, 20” x 16”

MEGHAN GILSON
Edmonton, AB

Cabin Below, Mixed Media on Glass, 24” x 24”

Night Garden, Mixed Media on Glass, 20” x 16”

www.audeostudio.ca
connect@audeostudio.ca

Meghan was born in Edmonton but raised in the Lower Mainland, BC. When she was a girl she used to watch her mother paint holiday windows
at Christmas time and was fascinated by the process. Meghan began her own journey as an artist by participating in a 8 hour art marathon using
some old farm windows as her canvas, and selling every piece she created. The rest is history and Meghan is thrilled to be back at NOA this year.
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Gramo Vibrations, Oil on Canvas, 12” x 24”

Grand Vin, Oil on Canvas, 15” x 30”

Is Anyone There?, Oil on Canvas, 24” x 12”

CARMEN GONZALEZ
Edmonton, AB

gallerygonzalez.com
carmengonzalez@shaw.ca
780-710-1812

Carmen was born and raised in Edmonton, Alberta. She graduated from the Visual Fine Arts program at the Faculty of Extension,
University of Alberta in April 2013. During her studies, she discovered her style and love for oils. Carmen has a fun contemporary
pop/realism style. Painting exclusively in oils, her compositions are nostalgic and cheerful with the use patterns.
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Details of seven paintings by Peter Gegolick, Rick Rogers, Connie Osgood, Lisa Liusz-Senio, Randall Talbot, Miles Constable and John Labots;
Mixed Media on Wood Panel, each painting: 24” x 36”

GOOPof7
Edmonton, AB

www.instagram.com/goopofseven
goopof7@gmail.com

The GOOPof7 is a group of nine independent artists from the Edmonton area. Their aim is produce collaborative and cohesive bodies of work
using splashed, smeared, splotched, dripped, poured, splattered, molded, or otherwise impasto media. The current members are Connie
Osgood, Garrett Plummer, John Labots, Lisa Liusz-Senio, Miles Constable, Peter Gegolick, Randall Talbot, Rick Rogers, and Samantha
Williams-Chapelsky. All of these artists pursue their own independent studio practices, as well as collaborative projects with the GOOPof7.
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Kananaskis Country, Oil on Canvas, 24” x 18”

SAEED HOJJATI
Edmonton, AB

www.sansaeart.com
www.sansaeartgifts.com
saeed@sansaeart.com
780.264.9000

Saeed was born in Iran in 1963. After immigrating to Canada and working in his own business for several years, Saeed found a love for art and pursued
his oil painting. Through Sutton Art and then through individual lessons with a variety of amazing mentors, Saeed’s passion for his art grew. Today,
Saeed creates artworks in oil full-time and is also hard at work creating new artistic product lines for retail. He also is involved with Night of Artists and
Mural Mosaic. Saeed has two websites where you can view his original work and his new product lines as they develop. Saeed is collected worldwide
and is widely admired. Saeed welcomes commission work and loves to bring the joy to homes through his art.
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The Watcher, Oil, 60” x 30”

His Domain, Oil, 40” x 40”

MARILYNN JEFFERY
Freedom Corner, AB

The Rainbow Herd, Oil, 40” x 20”

www.marilynnjefferyartstudio.com
elizjeffery@gmail.com
780-674-4525

Marilynn lives on an acreage at Freedom Corner, Alberta. This is where she finds her inspiration for her animal and landscape paintings.
She began taking paint lessons in 2002 and continues to take workshops with other fellow artists. She wishes to create paintings that
impact emotionally on the viewer, Marilynn is an Active member of Federation of Canadian Artists, Westlock Art Club.
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Veil Nebula 2016, Oil on Canvas, 60” x 20”

HH24, Oil on Canvas, 30” x 30”

CAROL JOHNSON
St. Albert, AB

Bubble Nebula 2016, Oil on Canvas, 47” x 47”

www.caroljohnsonart.com
cajart@telus.net
780-974-6208

With her studio open to the public, visitors to Carol’s studio will often see multiple paintings in progress. In order allow drying time for each
of the many layers her paintings are built with, she has pieces in different stages of development at a time. In addition to her two ongoing series,
“Beyond Hubble” and “Water Movement” which explore and depict energy in nature, Carol’s portfolio also includes landscapes, wildlife, still life
and dragons.
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Abandoned, Oil on Canvas, 24” x 18”

Red Punch Buggy and No Return, Oil on Canvas, 30” x 30”

DENISE ANN LEFEBVRE
Edmonton, AB

California Dreamin, Oil on Canvas, 36” x 36”

www.deniselefebvre.com
deniselefebvre@shaw.ca
780-908-3436

Denise was born in Edmonton in 1970. After completing her post-secondary education at the Alberta College of Art and Design in Calgary in 1992,
she did some traveling and took up residence in Eastern Canada and Southeast Asia. Since 1999, she has decided to call Edmonton home again
working full time as a free-lance artist creating artworks in oil and acrylics. During the school months she stays busy teaching K-12 in several schools
throughout the year with Mural Mosaic in the artist-in-residence programs. She also keeps busy with her independent company which is more on
the entertainment side of things, teaching step-by-step painting classes to adults and children in a one class session. You can see more of this on
Facebook at Red Pepper Paint Parties.
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QE2, Acrylic on Canvas, 18.25” x 20”

Yellowhead East,
Acrylic on Canvas, 15” x 38”

Pedestrian Crosswalk, Acrylic on Canvas, 20” x 34”

TRUEMAN MACDONALD
Edmonton, AB

www.Trueman-Macdonald.com
t._man@hotmail.com

Originally from Northern Ontario, Trueman made the move to Edmonton in the early 90’s. Trueman’s inspiration comes from looking skyward
as opposed to across the horizon, he aims to create emotions in his work by using simplistic techniques, reserved use of colours, and the
dimensions of the pieces. Painting was something that came naturally to him and most of his skills and techniques are self-taught.
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Save It For Tomorrow, Acrylic on Canvas, 60” x 20”

Coming Home, Acrylic on Canvas, 40” x 24”

Another Kind Of Mind, Acrylic on Canvas, 48” x 36”

MEGHAN MACMILLAN
Fort Saskatchewan, AB

Fly Up to the Surface, Acrylic on Canvas, 48” x 36”

www.meghanmacmillan.ca
meghan.art@gmail.com
780-232-1401

Meghan MacMillan uses brilliant colour and pattern to capture the emotional or spiritual beauty of the moments that make life worth living. Her
paintings serve as reminders of the joys the bright moments bring during the darker days when depression makes it hard to feel anything at all.
Seeking out the beauty in such moments helps Meghan cope with her depression and by sharing it she hopes to remind others that there is
more to life than the grey fog that depression brings.
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Snow Geese Take Flight, Acrylic on Canvas, 24’ x 24’

Mystic Amethyst, Mixed Media on Canvas, 24’ x 18’

Sand and Sea, Mixed Media on Canvas, 36’ x 36’

LARYSA ELIUK MATCHAK
Edmonton, AB

www.lemartgallery.com
laryska1@gmail.com
780-298-9447

Larysa Eliuk Matchak from Edmonton, Alberta entered the Bachelor of Fine Arts and Design Program at the University of Alberta in 2006 and completed a
Bachelor Degree in Secondary Education with a major in Ukrainian Language and Culture and a minor in Fine Art. Shortly after graduating University, Larysa
studied watercolor painting under the instruction of abstract painter, Professor Graham Peacock which was held in Vico Equense, Italy. This experience
became a catalyst for her current artistic style which combines raw talent with sensitivity to light, color, and emotion revealing a dream like impression of
the subject matter. Along with her current work as a High School teacher, Larysa has exhibited her paintings across Canada and in Europe.
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Octopus, the Storm Bringer, Acrylic on Panel, 75 cm x 60 cm

Canyon, Acrylic on Panel, 50 cm x 50 cm

Ocean Living, Acrylic on Panel, 100 cm x 75 cm

Japanese Dragon, Acrylic on Panel, 120 cm x 30 cm

BYRON MCBRIDE
Edmonton, AB

www.blathos.com
byron@blathos.com

Born and currently working in Edmonton, Byron McBride completed a degree in Fine Art at the University of Alberta in 2000. After graduating, Byron
travelled to Europe, expanding his range of subject matter and palette in the process. With influences such as the Group of Seven, Escher, Rubens,
Bosch and Mesoamerican Art, Byron’s work is diverse in subject and meaning. Combining traditional and surreal styles & subjects to create Art that
questions and thrusts underappreciated subjects into focus in unexpected ways. Byron has created Art for public and private collections (including
Shell Canada & the University of Alberta), which can be seen online at www.blathos.com, or on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter: @theByronMcBride
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Flower on Porcelain, China Painted Porcelain, 6” x 6”

Prairie Farm Porcelain, China Painted Porcelain, 4” x 4”

KAREN MELNYK
Bon Accord, AB

Rowan, Oil on Canvas, 18” x 20”

Trim Castle Arrow Hole, Oil on Canvas, 18” x 20”

audeostudio.ca
connect@audeostudio.ca

Karen has spent her entire adult life making time for her art. Her passion has transitioned between learning new styles and techniques, to taking on
the challenging world of china-painted porcelain. An accomplished portraitist, she currently has a piece featuring Canadian Soldiers in Afghanistan
hanging and touring various Military museums in Alberta.
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Enchanting Cavern Mixed Media, 24” x 36”

MEGAN PEDERSON
Barrhead, AB

Entanglement, Mixed Media, 20” x 24”

www.facebook.com/artbyleah.ca
meganleahart@gmail.com

Self directed with a slight obsession, Megan Pederson has been studying fine art for 17 years. Works by Megan (Leah) often utilizes texture in the
form of mixed mediums. Megan finds inspiration in everyday life as a wife and mother of two children. Radiant color during the every day drive to
work or after school activities, and the simple feel of fabrics can be part of this inspiration for Megan.
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Coco Chanel, Acrylic on Canvas, 24” x 24”

IGOR POSTASH
Edmonton, AB

www.ipostash.com
ipostash@hotmail.com

The turmoil of Postash’s life - both the humour and the darkness - is at the core of many of his paintings. As each one progresses, it’s fascinating
to watch a cohesive theme emerge from a series of vignettes. His main themes are love, work and pleasurable relaxation, and his tongue-incheek style is well suited to the May-December couples that often populate his paintings. Music and musicians also appear frequently, and
Igor laughingly admits that it is pure vanity to paint a piano and write “Postash” where one would typically find the maker’s name.
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Jacks, be Nimble, Acrylic on Wood, 30” x 30”

God Sings to Me, Acrylic on Wood, 30” x 30”

After Dark, Acrylic on Wood, 30” x 30”

Regrowth, Acrylic on Wood, 20” x 20”

JARED ROBINSON
Edmonton, AB

www.Jaredrobinson.ca
jared@jaredrobinson.ca

Jared’s quirky personality and ability to make others laugh until they cry always keeps those around him on their toes. Never taking anything for
granted, he is always finding a way to appreciate the world around him, living everyday with a gratitude for others. Jared began his artistic journey
very early in life and has maintained a whimsical and illustrative vibe in his art throughout the years. Jared finds inspiration in everything from the
ordinary to the extraordinary, which is evident in all of his works.
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Christina, Original Oil, 30” x 42”

Sturgeon Crossings, Original Oil, 24” x 20”

MEMORY ROTH
St. Albert, AB

Lilies Three, Original Oil, 36” x 60”

www.memoryroth.com
memroth7@telus.net
780-918-9500

Memory Roth started her artistic journey unexpectedly in the fall of 2006. Giving credit to God for this wonderful gift, she paints realism primarily
in oil. Her subject matter is diverse, but she finds herself drawn to the portrait or that of a single subject for many of her pieces. Whether she is
painting a commission or something that has inspired her, she paints in a style similar to the Old Masters and has become an award winning
and published professional artist. Memory resides in St. Albert, AB and her art is collected in Canada and the United States.
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Alexandra, Acrylic on Canvas, 20” x 20”

Maura, Acrylic on Canvas, 16” x 20”

Karli, Acrylic on Canvas, 28” x 22”

ANDRÉA SCHMIDT
Edmonton, AB

AndreaCreates.com
andreaschmidt@live.ca

Having completed an education in both Fine Arts and Graphic Design, Andréa Schmidt is an artist of many mediums, although pushing paint around
with a palette knife seems to be her favourite. Heavily influenced by abstract expressionism, Andréa loves the idea that the viewer can see the physical
action of painting in the majority of her work and encourages the viewer to lose themselves in the layers and textures she creates. Currently Andréa
works as a graphic designer to support the pursuit of her art and exhibits mainly in art and craft shows in Edmonton and Calgary while working
towards gallery shows and representation.
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River Valley Commute, Acrylic, 30” x 15”

Castle Mountain, Acrylic, 24” x 12”

LEANNE SCHNIERER
Edmonton, AB

www.leannesfineart.com
leannesfineart@gmail.com

Leanne Schnierer is a landscape artist from Edmonton, Alberta with a passion for colour. Her acrylic paintings are described as “pop landscapes” with
their crisp lines, bright saturated colours and a dash of whimsy. Leanne divides her creative time between Edmonton and Canmore, Alberta where she
captures both urban scenes and stunning Rocky Mountain vistas. Her work has a vibrancy and excitement that brings life to her compositions.
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Storm Skies, Acrylic on Canvas, 42” x 24”

Time Flutters By, Acrylic on Canvas, 42” x 42”

LORRAINE SHULBA
Edmonton, AB

In View, Acrylic on Canvas, 25” x 25”

Dew On Leaves, Acrylic on Canvas, 10” x 10”

www.bluebugstudios.com
www.lshulba.com
780-919-9627

Lorraine Shulba was born in Fort McMurray, Alberta and began painting at a young age. She has studied fine art at both Grant MacEwan University
and the University of Alberta. Her work is in numerous public and private collections through out Canada, the United States and England. She exhibits
her art regularly in Edmonton and surrounding areas. “In my work I am inspired by the rural environment. I love flowing fields, rolling hills and pastures
as far as the eye can see … blue skies and trees create wonderful inspiration for me. I am a prairie girl at heart and Alberta has always been my home.
I find wide open skies are true inspiration and love to express that in my work. Alberta had made an eternal impression on my heart for life.”
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Mountain Stream, Oil on Canvas, 20” x 16”

Wake Surfing (Adam and Kate), Oil on Canvas, 20” x 24”

DANIEL W. SMITH

Chilikoot Trail, Oil on Canvas, 16” x 16”

A Touch of Red (Green Orchids), Oil on Canvas, 24” x 16”

www.dwsmithart.ca
dwswsmith@shaw.ca

Edmonton, AB

Dan increased his painting activity after retiring from an academic life in 2006. Since then, Dan has received four awards for his oil paintings, and his
paintings have been placed in private collections across North America. His work in Environmental Engineering and Science lead to his appointment
as an Officer of the Order of Canada and his election to the Royal Society of Canada.
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Waiting for the Right Time, Acrylic, 24” x 12”

Rearview Mirror, Acrylic, 24” x 8”

Highlands (53 Street), Acrylic, 24” x 20”

ANGELA STADLWIESER
Edmonton, AB

Bringing Life to Everything, Acrylic, 16” x 12”

www.iwouldbegrey.com
acstad@hotmail.com
780.270.2918

Angela finds inspiration in the scenery of her daily life. Her work is full of color, thick brushstrokes and lively expression. She paints travelled landscapes,
favorite local spots, especially Edmonton’s grand river valley, experienced streetscapes, expressive floral pieces, soulful musical instruments with figures,
and other figurative works. Angela is a mother of two, a teacher and a painter in both acrylic and oil forms.
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Shine Bright, Mixed Media, 48” x 36”

Connected, Mixed Media, 24” x 36”

JANET SUTANTO
Edmonton, AB

Great White Throne, Mixed Media, 20” x 20”

www.janetpaints.com
janetsutanto@gmail.com

Janet is an emerging mixed media painter and art teacher from Edmonton, Alberta. She specializes in abstract expressionist painting with a lot of
texture in a variety of sizes. She completed a Fine Art Minor at the University of Alberta and trained in mixed media techniques at the Emily Carr
University of Art and Design. She draws much of her inspiration from her love of nature and spiritual faith. She hopes to share the emotions that
can emerge when reflecting on the beauty all around us.
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The Opportunist, Oil on Canvas, 11” x 14”

TAMMY TAYLOR
Gunn, AB

www.tammy-taylor.artistwebsites.com
taylordcreations@hotmail.com
780-967-3981

Tammy Taylor is a self taught artist with a passion for wildlife. Inspired by all God’s creations, she strives to create life like images of her subjects
in their natural environment. For over twenty years she has been creating beautiful pieces in both oils and pencil. An Albertan, her work portrays
wildlife, agricultural scenes, livestock and children at play. Tammy is a member of Night of Artists, Federation of Canadian Artists, Society of
Western Canadian Artists and is a 2016 Ducks Unlimited National Portfolio Artist. Along with her husband and four children, she resides on
a farm near Rich Valley, AB.
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Pocket Change, Acrylic, 32” x 60”

JORI WARREN
Edmonton, AB

www.joriginals.ca
jori@joriginals.ca
587-597-5674

With a background in display/prop design self-taught artist Jori Warren has developed a diverse, contemporary realism style. Jori wows her viewers
with impact pieces that spring to life with scale, color and light. At JORIGINALS ‘’Where Art and Innovation Meet’’, she offers her work in a variety
of designs - original paintings, limited edition prints, Jr. Joriginals, ‘’Off the Wall’’ décor and fashion collections. Her goal is to make her art available
to anyone to enjoy. This year, Jori is honoring Canada’s 150th with artworks of everyday items, bringing her passion for making ordinary images
extraordinary on canvas and beyond.
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Soul on Fire, Acrylic, 36” x 36”

Just the Bearnecessities, Acrylic, 30” x 40”

SHELBY WILLIS
Edmonton, AB

Moose, Acrylic, 40” x 30”

Chaos to Brilliance, Acrylic, 36” x 24”

www.shelbywillis.ca
shelbywillisart@gmail.com

With a background in environmental sciences, self-taught artist, Shelby Willis, brings her passion for nature and wildlife to life in soulful spirit
animal renditions. With each brushstroke Shelby pours energy into the layers of color and shapes that make up her acrylic paintings. Each
painting is created with the intent of exuding positive energy, and inspiring an outside of the box, appreciation for nature.
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WEI WONG
Edmonton, AB

Tag Along, Giclée Print on Canvas, 40” x 60”

www.w2gallery.com
wei@w2gallery.com

After moving to Edmonton in 1986 from Borneo, Malaysia, Wei’s love for sketching and painting led him on the path to owning his own Fine Art and
Framing Business with over 25 years in the industry. His artistic focus has since broadened from watercolour to photography. With a unique eye
for colour patterns and details, Wei brings new light to simple scenes and subjects – from grand city skylines to abstract reflections in creeks and
streams. His passion for highlighting colours has inspired the transformation of his photographs onto canvas and other media.
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Restart, Oil on Canvas, 36” x 30”

This is How it Feels, Oil on Canvas, 18” x 14”

OKSANA ZHELISKO

Edgy, Oil on Canvas, 12” x 12”

www.zheliskoart.com
zheliskoart@gmail.com

Edmonton, AB

Oksana Zhelsko is a classically trained, experimental portrait painter. Her specialty is portraits in oils, and she incorporates mixed media techniques or
abstract methods into her work to enhance the tone of the subjects she selects. She studied in her hometown of Lviv, Ukraine at the L’viv State College
of Decorative & Applied Arts named after I.Trush before moving to Edmonton, Alberta to establish her career. She works regularly on commissions and
teaches art classes to aspiring oil/acrylic painters across the Canada.
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Colour Me Canada
CANADA 150 COLOURING BOOK

Discover the benefits of colouring and channeling everyday anxiety into a satisfying, creative
accomplishment with the added bonus of turning your finished pages into
a huge mosaic masterpiece!
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25 pages that
transform into a
43.5” x 43.5” mural!
order online at:
www.canada150mosaic.com
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